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My Nature Exploration 2018-03-21
sometimes nature can be found in your backyard follow little harrison who discovers that he
doesn t have to travel far to gain an appreciation for nature right outside his back door

Colour in Nature 1992
natureâ s connections provides an absorbing account of the development of natural history that
will enrich everyoneâ s understanding and enjoyment of the subject it explores our curiosity
about the natural world from the earliest days of our distant ancestors to the very latest
scientific research the engaging text brings natural history to life with anecdotes and
examples from todayâ s researchers including chris packham professor richard dawkins and
professor steve jones and fascinating contributions from celebrities such as loyd grossman and
janet street porter drawing on the collections and inspiration of the past together they
unravel the mysteries of natural science

Nature's Connections 2000
visions of nature are the ideas that people hold of what nature is and how we should relate to
it these visions are important for the design of democratically grounded landscape and nature
policies these contributions were presented at an expert meeting at radboud university june
2001

Visions of Nature 2006
this book contains a guided exploration of a special place in nature although geared towards



young adults ages 12 17 the book may also be appropriate for older children ages 9 11 and
adults during a series of five visits short multi ethnic stories with matching activities help
the reader to discover the area s uniqueness and beauty by using their senses and careful
observation five chapters have the following themes 1 begining to explore a special place in
nature 2 ways to become familiar with animals and plants that live in the area 3 receptivity
to nature 4 ways to preserve and care for the site and to share its special features with a
friend and 5 personal reflection during an evening morning or overnight visit to the site the
book is written as if a young person is doing the activities alone however the activities and
stories can be used with groups the final section of the book contains a leader s guide with a
group activity for special situations a group song and 13 resources lz

Journey to the Heart of Nature 1994
bitter cold and constant snow polar bears seals and killer whales victor frankenstein chasing
his monstrous creation across icy terrain in a dogsled the arctic calls to mind a myriad
different images consisting of the arctic ocean and parts of canada the united states russia
greenland finland norway and sweden the arctic possesses a unique ecosystem temperatures
average negative 29 degrees fahrenheit in winter and rarely rise above freezing in summer and
the indigenous peoples and cultures that live in the region have had to adapt to the harsh
weather conditions as global temperatures rise the arctic is facing an environmental crisis
with melting glaciers causing grave concern around the world but for all the renown of this
frozen region the arctic remains far from perfectly understood in a history of the arctic
award winning polar historian john mccannon provides an engaging overview of the region that
spans from the stone age to the present mccannon discusses polar exploration and science
nation building diplomacy environmental issues and climate change and the role indigenous
populations have played in the arctic s story chronicling the history of each arctic nation he
details the many failed searches for a northwest passage and the territorial claims that



hamper use of these waterways he also explores the resources found in the arctic oil natural
gas minerals fresh water and fish and describes the importance they hold as these resources
are depleted elsewhere as well as the challenges we face in extracting them a timely
assessment of current diplomatic and environmental realities as well as the dire risks the
region now faces a history of the arctic is a thoroughly engrossing book on the past and
future of the top of the world

A History of the Arctic 2013-02-15
color in nature is the first book to focus on all aspects of color from physical and
atmospheric phenomena to the world of plants and animals among many other topics it explores
the physics of color and light color in the galaxy the colors of the earth s surface in its
oceans rocks and minerals the use of color in habitats from deserts to rain forests how
animals see colors and how they use them for camouflage and communication

Colour in Nature 1997
embark on an exhilarating adventure with explore a captivating children s book that celebrates
the wonders of nature and the joy of outdoor exploration join maya sam and lily as they
venture into the wilderness discovering hidden treasures overcoming challenges and forging
lifelong friendships amidst the breathtaking beauty of the natural world this enchanting tale
is brought to life with stunning illustrations that vividly depict the magic of the great
outdoors the timeless message of curiosity and discovery will inspire children to connect with
nature and explore the world around them perfect for young readers and families explore is
more than just a story it s an invitation to embrace the wonders of nature and the excitement
of adventure add this inspiring and beautifully illustrated book to your child s library and
watch their love for exploration and the natural world grow



Explore 2024-05-14
photographs and accompanying text provide an introduction to the microworld

Close to Nature 1984
the author of strangers in the house examines nature s connection to herself and humanity in
this collection of essays curious by nature showcases candace savage s exploration of the
varied ways we relate to wildlife from our retelling of fairytales about the big bad wolf to
our struggles to find a balance between harvesting trees and allowing grizzly bears the space
to roam along the way she asks intriguing questions to which she sets out to find answers such
as what brings out the mothering instinct in mammals what are the forces behind the
spectacular displays of the northern lights and just how do crows calculate the optimum height
from which to drop their whelks savage has spent the last twenty five years exploring our
complex relationships with the natural world our prejudices our growing body of scientific
knowledge our awe she is particularly interested in bridging the gap between mythology and
science between longing and fact creating a livable future for ourselves and for other species
she believes calls for both knowledge and love and a deep sense of the value of wildness this
book is a record of savage s ongoing quest to engage readers in a conversation that enriches
our lives and the lives of the animals whose stories she tells praise for curious by nature
whimsical though savage is distressed by this destruction that we as high end consumers of the
world s splendor are leaving in our wake the purpose of her essays is not to incite
indignation but to bring the ungraspable reality of the non human world into clearer focus in
this she succeeds admirably publishers weekly



Curious by Nature 2012-01-06
this book is vol 5 of the 19th vol of the amazon exploration series it is filled with real
life colorful illustrations of the amazon wild habitat true enough the amazon is a beautiful
wild habitat it is not a zoo its animals are not someone s pets it is a place where the
indigenous people live a communal lifestyle they share the meat from their hunt and the food
they gathered from the forest indigenous tribes that remain in the state of nature are
culturally intact and they have roots that date back more than 10 000 years they are the
hunters and gatherers of the amazon rain forest who have developed a superior balance and
harmony with nature indigenous communities have no formal leaders but every extended family
has a chief who speaks for the interests of all family members there is also the shaman the
spiritual leader of the community that form a delicate social balance between the shaman and
the chiefs to maintain harmony among the villagers this book is highly recommended for all
family members elementary and middle schools naturalists community libraries and collectors of
the amazon exploration series

Echoes of Nature: A Beautiful Wild Habitat: The Amazon
Exploration Series 2012-02
trainer s guide provides workshop planning and materials

Discovering Nature with Young Children 2003
field tested across the country this comprehensive curriculum expands and extends the role
science has traditionally played in the early childhood classroom the first in a new series
discovering nature with young children explores the wide ranging elements that make up the



natural world around us the curriculum replaces simple fact feeding practices with the
development of long term scientific reasoning including literacy skills and numeracy skills
such as hypothesis inference prediction and estimation a companion to the curriculum this
trainer s guide serves as an indispensable handbook for trainers and administrators interested
in introducing staff to the curriculum from planning to implementation special sections
outline the curriculum and introduce scientific reasoning to adults and eight workshops detail
the complete curriculum for staff members the guide also includes strategies for supporting
teachers over time through mentoring and guided discussions

Discovering Nature with Young Children: Trainer's 2003-10-01
an ideal gift for lovers of nature this beautiful literary collection explores the spectacular
natural features of yosemite through the eyes of some of america s most notable and
extraordinarily talented writers in 1851 lafayette bunnell chronicled his travels with the
mariposa battalion the first non natives to visit yosemite valley following in his footsteps
theodore roosevelt ralph waldo emerson mark twain clarence king frederick law olmsted joaquin
miller and horace greeley made their pilgrimages and were moved to recount their observations
included here as well is the work of john muir founder of the sierra club whose love for
yosemite led to the establishment of yosemite national park in 1890 this lyrical book is a
literary tribute to yosemite s gorgeous landscape a great companion for those who love to
travel and revel in the unique natural beauty of the great american west wild yosemite will
transport you in spirit to the heart of the sierra nevadas where you ll experience the canyons
the cliffs the pines the mountain air and the panoramic grandeur of yosemite national park



Wild Yosemite 2015-06-16
a stunningly illustrated treasury of animals this book will entrance and delight young
children interested in the world of nature bright eyed birds evanescent butterflies tropical
fish and other pleasures await the readers of this large format book that will appeal to young
children s curiosity about the natural world reminiscent of the watercolors of ernst haeckel
john james audubon and maria sibylla merian these charming and expertly rendered pictures of
birds insects and fish will provide hours of exploration presented in double page spreads
interspersed with informative texts guiraud s illustrations capture the wondrous beauty that
populates our oceans forests and fields her expressive illustrations create a sense of
intimacy and empathy with the natural world and their exquisite detail rewards close
investigation certain to captivate both children and adults this magnificent book will instill
in its readers a connection to the world around them and ignite a sense of wonder about all
living things

Nature's Creatures of the Dark 1993
this book is vol 4 of the 19th vol of the the amazon exploration series it is filled with real
life beautiful color illustration of the amazon rain forest the amazon rain forest is
generally regarded as a wild region that contains abundant resources and biodiversity amidst
strong outside ecological tensions the interface between biodiversity and indigenous
lifestyles in the amazon is neglected this undermines the global context of its ecosystem and
biodiversity indigenous communities in the peruvian upper amazon region conserve use cultivate
manage biodiversity as a fundamental component of their subsistence and cultural lifestyle the
amazon provides food security shelter and medicinal plants natural healthcare all of which are
part of the indigenous cultural domain it is integral to maintain the strength of the



indigenous grassroots social structures the ecological integrity necessary for their survival
this engaging book about the amazon rain forest is inspired by the author s first hand
experience with intricate real life colorful photos of scenery animal and plant life this book
will delight young readers while they learn about the wide variety of creatures lurking in the
lust amazon rain forest it is highly recommended for community libraries alimentary and middle
schools and collectors of the amazon exploration series

Wonders of Nature 2018-10-02
a remarkable visual journey through the exploration of the natural world art and nature
features many of the greatest natural history artists of the last 300 years including john
james audubon william bartram and brothers franz and ferdinand bauer whether seeking fame
fortune or simply the opportunity to share their breathtaking vision of nature these
scientists and artists were in the words of alexander von humboldt spurred on by an uncertain
longing for what is distant and unknown for whatever excited my fantasy danger at sea the
desire for adventures to be transported from a boring daily life to a marvelous world
continent by continent judith magee draws on the unrivalled collections of the library of the
natural history museum london to illustrate the development of natural history art through the
centuries demonstrating its crucial role in promoting humanity s appreciation of nature s
wonders

Amazon's Nature of Things: The Amazon Exploration Series
2012-02
the companion book to the six part discovery channel series weird nature is an astonishing
exploration of nature s strangest behavior the ingenuity of all kinds of animals is celebrated



including the flying dragon or draco whose membrane wings resemble early designs for aircraft
wings spiny lobsters in florida who form a mass conga line when moving to deeper waters and
the wallace tree frog whose large webbed hands and feet allow it to glide as far forward as it
drops vertically these animals and many more are featured in this revealing and often amusing
look at nature chapters include fantastic feeding the many different ways nature finds food
for fuel including worms that eat themselves devious defenses to avoid being eaten animals
have developed an array of defenses including porcupine fish that inflate into spiny balls and
mantis shrimps with a punch that can knock a hole in glass marvelous motion ingenious ways of
moving around including flattened snakes and flying fish extraordinary equipment tools for
enhancing animal lives like the mallee fowl that has a thermometer in its bill strange
structures the bizarre assortment of animal created buildings like the palm leaf tents made by
fruit bats and the namib spider that builds a stonehenge circle around its burrow weird and
weirder social interactions including courtship and mating

Nature's Creatures of the Dark 1993
a fun exploration of nature

Art and Nature 2009
a new era of exploration is dawning the most rewarding travel experiences do not depend on our
destination or the length of our journey but on our levels of awareness a short walk can
compare with an epic journey when we take the time to focus on the things that dramatically
enrich each journey combining the work of the some of the most insightful travelers of the
past two thousand years with his own experience tristan gooley author of the natural navigator
demonstrates how it is possible to connect profoundly with the lands we travel through
exploration is no longer about hardship or long distances it is about celebrating the sense of



connection and discovery that is possible in all our travels

Weird Nature 2002
this sketchbook helps kids look more closely at nature and capture what they discover with
pencil pen and paint the nature explorer s sketchbook inspires exploration creativity and
observation with beautiful sketchbook illustrations ideas and tips and plenty of space for
kids to draw 20 ages of instruction andcolor illustrations followed by blank pages with more
hints and examples every ten pages a perfect tool for home schoolers environmental education
programs steam programs or to give as a gift to young artists and nature lovers ages 10

Amazing Animal Groups 2023-07-19
life in harmony with nature is vol 17 it raises questions about the contrast between how
isolated indigenous families live in harmony with their environment this book describes an
existing world in harmony with nature and the possible social origins of humanity it is about
exploring the social and cultural roots of indigenous families and communities their raw
approach to life and their successful survival there is more to the story the indigenous
families a world in harmony with nature than just an easy flow of text and real life color
illustrations taken by the author himself the lessons behind the narrative will encourage the
youth to be curious and ask questions about the world around them this book is an ideal
introduction which amply fills a new approach to tribal harmony this book is recommended for
middle level schools libraries naturalists anthropologists families and collectors of the
amazon exploration series



The Natural Explorer 2013
in ice klaus dodds provides a wide ranging exploration of the cultural natural and
geopolitical history of this most slippery of subjects beyond earth ice has been found on
other planets moons and meteors and scientists even think that ice rich asteroids played a
pivotal role in bringing water to our blue home but our outlook need not be cosmic to see ice
s importance here today and gone tomorrow in many parts of the temperate world ice is a
perennial feature of polar and mountainous regions where it has long shaped human culture but
as climates change ice caps and glaciers melt and waters rise more than ever this frozen force
touches at the core of who we are as dodds reveals ice has played a prominent role in shaping
both the earth s living communities and its geology throughout history humans have had fun
with it battled over it struggled with it and made money from it and every time we open our
refrigerator doors we re reminded how ice has transformed our relationship with food our
connection to ice has been captured in art literature movies and television as well as made
manifest in sport and leisure in our landscapes and seascapes too we find myriad reminders of
ice s chilly power clues as to how our lakes mountains and coastlines have been indelibly
shaped by the advance and retreat of ice and snow beautifully illustrated throughout ice is an
informative thought provoking guide to a substance both cold and compelling

The Nature Explorer's Sketchbook 2020-11
altmann a mathematical physicist oxford u provides a philosophical framework for educated lay
readers to understand the meaning of natural law the scientific method and causality in
science reviewing the classical approach to time space and the laws of mechanics he also
explains key modern concepts such as randomness probability the nature of mathematics godel s
theorems and quantum mechanics altmann considers the reactions of various philosophical



schools including idealism physicalism cultural relativism and social constructivism to
scientific developments annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Indigenous Families: Life in Harmony with Nature: The Amazon
Exploration Series 2013-01-27
this book places the contemporary debate over green issues in its historical context and
illuminates what is loosely called earth wisdom the book traces the development of ecological
thought from its origins in ancient religions and philosophies to modern science and ethics
covering the taoists the egyptians the greeks the celts and north american indians as well as
alchemy the enlightenment romantics darwinism and gaia blurb

Ice 2018-06-15
justice society and nature examines the moral response which the world must make to the
ecological crisis if there is to be real change in the global society and economy to favour
ecological integrity from its base in the idea of the self through principles of political
justice to the justice of global institutions the authors trace the layered structure of the
philosophy of justice as it applies to environmental and ecological issues philosophical ideas
are treated in a straightforward and easily understandable way with reference to practical
examples moving straight to the heart of pressing international and national concerns the
authors explore the issues of environment and development fair treatment of humans and non
humans and the justice of the social and economic systems which affect the health and safety
of the peoples of the world current grass roots concerns such as the environmental justice
movement in the usa and the ethics of the international regulation of development are examined
in depth the authors take debates beyond mere complaint about the injustice of the world



economy and suggest what should now be done to do justice to nature

Is Nature Supernatural? 2002
winner of the 1994 governor general s award if you buy only one book this decade let it be
rogue primate the toronto star 1994

Nature's Web 1992
healing power of nature a practical exploration of how nature can influence our health and
well being book summary the healing power of nature is a practical exploration on how spending
time with nature can influence a person s health well being along the way john calls on over
30 years as a patient health education video producer his own fight with illness and his years
as a lover of the outdoors while presenting scientific facts enjoy john s waterscape and
wildlife photographs while discovering how to reconnect with nature learn about which nature
we are referring to the importance of calming your mind the health benefits of the outdoors
happiness the restorative advantage of nature and why it is especially important to share this
spirit with children all of which will inspire you to spend more time with nature advanced
praise if everyone was required to read cardone s healing power of nature the world would be a
better and healthier place and i think our health insurance costs would be a lot lower as well
sal randazzo retired educator in this well documented work john p cardone underlines the
important points that nature is a gift and that it can provide multifaceted benefits physical
intellectual emotional and spiritual my 30 years of pastoring mirror cardone s findings in a
world fraught with anxiety one proven yet underused therapy remains the call of the great
outdoors rev richard allen pastor sayville united methodist church in an age wherein
technology and pharmacology purport to be the cure for all human ills cardone s new waterviews
book reminds us that the healing power of nature may be just what the doctor ordered cardone s



graphic descriptions and scientific data serve as refreshing reminders that nature offers
countless resources to soothe and sanctify richard c scheinberg lcsw bcd psychotherapist
author and director of sunrise counseling center east islip ny in this well crafted tome john
p cardone captures the true essence of how we as human beings benefit from the natural world
around us john eloquently demonstrates how animals plants gardens and the natural landscape
that we co exist with are essential to our quality of life vinnie a simeone director planting
fields arboretum cardone knows first hand the benefits of the healing power of nature his
peaceful photos are not only beautiful they capture the scents light shadows sounds textures
stillness and colors of nature it is a beautiful informative book i feel better already
charlee miller executive director art league of long island

Justice, Society and Nature 2002-09-11
play is a paradox why would the young of so many species the very animals at greatest risk for
injury and predation devote so much time and energy to an activity that by definition has no
immediate purpose this question has long puzzled students of animal behavior and has been the
focus of considerable empirical investigation and debate in this first comprehensive and state
of the art review of what we have learned from decades of research on exploration and play in
children and animals power examines the paradox from all angles covering solitary activity as
well as play with peers siblings and parents he considers the nature development and functions
of play as well as the gender differences in early play patterns a major purpose is to explore
the relevance of the animal literature for understanding human behavior the nature and amount
of children s play varies significantly across cultures so the author makes cross cultural
comparisons wherever possible the scope is broad and the range multidisciplinary he draws on
studies by developmental researchers in psychology and other fields ethologists
anthropologists sociologists sociolinguists early childhood educators and pediatricians and he
places research on play in the context of research on such related phenomena as prosocial



behavior and aggression finally power points out directions for further inquiry and
implications for those who work with young children and their parents researchers and students
will find play and exploration in children and animals an invaluable summary of controversies
methods and findings practitioners and educators will find it an invaluable compendium of
information relevant to their efforts to enrich play experiences

Rogue Primate 1994
in 2009 while thru hiking the appalachian trail robert moor began to wonder about the paths
that lie beneath our feet how do they form why do some improve over time while others fade
what makes us follow or strike off on our own over the course of the next seven years moor
traveled the globe exploring trails of all kinds from the miniscule to the massive he learned
the tricks of master trail builders hunted down long lost cherokee trails and traced the
origins of our road networks and the internet in each chapter moor interweaves his adventures
with findings from science history philosophy and nature writing combining the nomadic joys of
peter matthiessen with the eclectic wisdom of lewis hyde s the gift throughout moor reveals
how this single topic the oft overlooked trail sheds new light on a wealth of age old
questions how does order emerge out of chaos how did animals first crawl forth from the seas
and spread across continents how has humanity s relationship with nature and technology shaped
the world around us and ultimately how does each of us pick a path through life with a
breathtaking arc that spans from the dawn of animal life to the digital era on trails is a
book that makes us see our world our history our species and our ways of life anew book jacket
flap



The Healing Power of Nature 2017-02-07
text and pop up illustrations depict six of the world s deadliest creatures the scorpion fish
the black widow the scorpion the king cobra the gila monster and the blue ringed octopus

Play and Exploration in Children and Animals 1999-11-01
now in a fully updated second edition nature education and young children remains a thoughtful
sophisticated teacher resource that blends theory and practice on nature education children s
inquiry based learning and reflective teaching reorganized to enhance its intuitive flow this
edition features a foreword by david sobel and three wholly new chapters examining nature and
literacy in kindergarten outdoor play and children s agency in a forest school and the power
of nature inquiry for dual language learners revised to reflect the latest research and
guidelines this book offers a seamless integration of science concepts into the daily
intellectual and social investigations that occur in early childhood with a fresh framing of
nature exploration in the context of our current educational landscape this text is a
comprehensive guide for educators and students looking to introduce and deepen connections
between nature education and teacher inquiry and reflection

On Trails 2017-07-04
an entertaining instructive diverse and unusual book light and dark an exploration in science
nature art and technology encompasses a wide range of topics not normally found in one book
with more than 100 diagrams graphs and figures the subjects discussed include the history of
artificial lighting eclipse cycles light sensitive eyeglasses rainbows art bioluminescence the
clock setting at the south pole zebra stripe patterns lighthouses color perception the harvest



moon and how information and speech can be conveyed by light from the sun or a laser the book
encourages readers to take a more careful look at many familiar phenomena such as the
variations in the duration of twilight through the year and the ability of human vision to
misinterpret patterns of lines under certain conditions it describes the anatomical
peculiarities of four eyed fish and explains how the jewish calendar contrives to follow both
solar and lunar cycles it also presents the reasons why tortoise shell cats are almost always
female readers are informed where they can see 19th century military equipment that could
convey messages rapidly over vast differences

Nature's Deadly Creatures 1992
do you enjoy the natural world does it inspire you to praise and worship the tri une god and
draw your attention to his character and to his word this book will help you and will
encourage and inspire you in your walk of faith it is an exploration of the bible verse romans
1 20 niv for since the creation of the world god s invisible qualities his eternal power and
divine nature have been clearly seen being understood from what has been made so that men are
without excuse take up the challenge and see what the created can teach us about the creator
take a walk through the pages of this book through the perspective of photographic images if
you are not yet a christian but enjoy the natural world then this book is also for you it will
help you to understand why all life suff ers it will introduce you to jesus christ and show
you why you need him personally in your life for you this is the message of creation

Nature Education with Young Children 2020
nature s explorers celebrates the individuals who made great personal endeavors in order to
document the natural world their findings revolutionised our understanding of nature and gave
birth to the modern fields of geography evolutionary biology oceanography and anthropology



fround ground breaking theorists such as charles darwin and alfred russel wallace to evocative
artists like ferdinand bauer and john james audubon these explorers shared an ambition to
illuminate new worlds and each embodied the spirit of the enlightenment and the scientific
revolution dust jacket

Light and Dark 2002-09-01
nature s tiny wonders a coloring exploration is a 50 page coloring book that delves into the
exquisite world of small yet remarkable creatures in nature each page is a detailed artwork
intricately showcasing the subtle beauty and complexity of life s smaller beings from
industrious ants and vibrant butterflies to secretive frogs and delicate dragonflies set
against the backdrop of their natural habitats like leafy undergrowths flower gardens and
forest floors these illustrations celebrate the often unseen wonders of nature this book
invites colorists of all ages to explore and color the intricate and fascinating world of
these tiny creatures turning each page into a unique and educational artistic adventure

One Single Species 2019-08-19
from the voyages of christopher columbus to those of alexander von humboldt and charles darwin
the depiction of the natural world played a central role in shaping how people on both sides
of the atlantic understood and imaged the region we now know as latin america nature provided
incentives for exploration commodities for trade specimens for scientific investigation and
manifestations of divine forces it also yielded a rich trove of representations created both
by natives to the region and visitors which are the subject of this lushly illustrated book
author daniela bleichmar shows that these images were not only works of art but also
instruments for the production of knowledge with scientific social and political repercussions
early depictions of latin american nature introduced european audiences to native medicines



and religious practices by the 17th century revelatory accounts of tobacco chocolate and
cochineal reshaped science trade and empire around the globe in the 18th and 19th centuries
collections and scientific expeditions produced both patriotic and imperial visions of latin
america through an interdisciplinary examination of more than 150 maps illustrated manuscripts
still lifes and landscape paintings spanning four hundred years visual voyages establishes
latin america as a critical site for scientific and artistic exploration affirming that region
s transformation and the transformation of europe as vitally connected histories publisher s
description

Nature's Testimony 2010-01

Nature's Explorers 2020-10

Nature's Tiny Wonders 2024-01-10

Visual Voyages 2017
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